
In this November 4, 2008 Newsletter:
• Twin Flame's Influence in World Affairs
• Unity Consciousness
• Live Event: Creating the Great Reality; The Gathering
• Twin Flames: The Real Deal - new CD release

__________________________________________________
TWIN FLAME’S

INFLUENCE IN WORLD AFFAIRS
My dear beloved spirit family,
Things are heating up, aren’t they? And what a wonderful opportunity to bring the real to this
dimension.
Only love is real , dear ones, and many of you have been consciously and deliberately creating
more of the substance of love with your Beloved in your Twin Flame Heart Womb. You've been
using this substance to attune the very electrons of given situations, conditions, and people to
their true and highest identity. We are now being asked to deliberately create love through this
process and deliver it to the world right now with such intensity that it becomes your VOTE, your
great “YES!” for what lies ahead. (If you do not already know how to do this, you can access help
through the Twin Flame Meditation CD; Living the Divine Heart - available on my website:
http://www.angelinaheart.com )
In the U.S., it is election day and the next figurehead of the country will be determined. Whoever
takes the position, or the other elected positions at every level of government, this is your time to
vote your “YES!” to love. No matter who pulls the strings, no matter who stands in what position,
no matter what country or military situation, YOU HAVE THE RIGHT, POWER, & AUTHORITY to
bring that aspect of God to its highest vibratory potential in love. This will require seeing past the
illusions.
It’s not a matter of voting between the greater of two greats, or the lesser of two evils. That is
duality consciousness. Through your magnificent Twin Flame Heart and your love-making
abilities, you have an opportunity to dissolve the illusion. Every single aspect of God evolving
upon this planet in this dimension responds instantly to LOVE because it recognizes it’s own truth
in that vibration. You are the Divine Mirror reflecting the perfection of everything that comes
before you.
This applies to the world economic situation as well. Bring this constant emanation of unlimited
abundance and peace to not only the economy of the U.S., but to the world economy. Money is
only energy and the energy of God's limitless abundance is the truth you deliver through your
love. The fear that drives the current market is consuming itself and this is an opportunity to
resurrect the world economy with the one true substance of abundance. That energy is called
“love” - no matter what
manifest form it takes, there is still only one thing that is real. Know this, trust this, and bring the
consciousness of it to this precious world with every single beat of your Twin Flame Heart!
To be this constant emanation of love with each and every heartbeat, you must allow your heart-
field to take the lead. Gently and lovingly silence the frightened voice of your ego that is ever
attempting to snare you with fear. You are the great co-creator of everything you experience. You
- in God; God - in you, as you, in this dimension. When you see only God before you, how easy it
is to love with all your heart, with all your gratitude. Dissolving the illusions and holding a perfect
mirror of love to all the symbols of this world is what you agreed to do the moment you
remembered your Twin Flame Heart.
Such a sacred opportunity, dear ones, and you are the magnificent beings who will now tip the
scales. May I take this moment to send each of you the fullness of my love and gratitude for the
service you've taken upon yourselves. You were born to love.

Angelina Heart

_______________________________________________________
_

UNITY CONSCIOUSNESS
The ancient song of true love is ringing in your DNA so loudly that you can no longer dismiss it. It
is your call to remember unity on every level. And unity, dear ones, does not mean a return to no-



thing-ness. Unity is the pure state of consciousness in which you are both the living river of love
and an individual expression of that love. You have the opportunity to take all the knowledge
you've garnered in this experience of duality to a new level of consciousness in non-duality; to
take the extreme lessons which have taught you how to wield your own power of co-creation
responsibly out of the nursery and into the real.
The fastest way to “get your driver’s license” is to embody the consciousness that you are neither
separate from God, nor separate from any part of God. You will open yourself up to “driving the
creation” when you have full, unconditional positive regard and love for every aspect of the whole.
Your greatest wake up call was the profound longing to join with your beloved Twin Flame, and
discovering that your Twin was God within you in your complementary energy form. What you
longed for was union with God. And when you love God, as you, in your complementary energy
form with absolute abandon, then you will find it out-pictured as the symbols in your world, which
may or may not be the fullness of your Twin Flame embodied. But the symbol of another before
you will ALWAYS act as a mirror to your own level of consciousness.
“Seek first the kingdom of God, and all else shall be added unto you,” were not words spoken
lightly. Regardless of your definition of GOD, once you remember you are not separate from that
Original Source, you can easily find it within yourself as you can in some far away, unreachable
kingdom you’ve only been told about through religious constructs.

IT IS HERE, IT IS NOW, AND IT IS YOU!
_______________________________________________________________

LIVE EVENT
CREATING THE GREAT REALITY; THE GATHERING

In March of 2009, the World Puja Network will be hosting an unusual sacred gathering of global
spiritual visionaries who will act as mid-wives to birth the great new reality.
As the phoenix rises from the ashes on the inner planes of consciousness, so shall it set the
pattern in the larger matrix world-wide, and those who are consciously working with the Twin
Flame Heart Womb will be asked to carry the magnification of that perfect pattern through the
network of love.

Normally the World Puja events are available to thousands of participants, but spirit has directed
otherwise this time. Registration will be limited to only 200 people, and if you feel compelled to be
part of this primary circle of energy, please log onto https://www.worldpuja.org/ashland.php and
look at the details. The gathering will also be filmed and made available at a later date. Only you
can ask your heart of hearts if you need to be there.
I will be one of the presenters, and will make myself available for personal visits for those who so
desire.

Angelina Heart
________________________________________________________

TWIN FLAMES; THE REAL DEAL
as presented on the World Puja Network

There was such world-wide response to our four part radio broadcast of Twin Flames; The
Real Deal, that we have decided to make it available in CD format. If you missed the
broadcasts you now have an opportunity to own the full series for listening and re-
listening at your convenience. The information available in these four CD's is equivalent to
a weekend workshop and available for considerably less money! We expect the release of
the series by the end of November and will notify you just as soon as they hit our
warehouse.

_________________________________________________________
Angelina Heart is the author of

The Teaching of Little Crow, the journey of the soul
Brilliantly woven within this epic romance are the sacred

Ascended Master teachings about Twin Flames and the necessary shifts in consciousness
that allow for reunion.



“Best spiritual edu-tainment to come along in years!”
To learn more about Twin Flames, visit: http://wwww.angelinaheart.com

______________________________________________________________
http://www.angelinaheart.com contact: heartflame@infowest.com
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